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KOTA KINABALU: The Engineering Faculty using its cost saving benefits to lead our of Universiti Malaysia Sa bah (UMS) will local industry towards a low carbon econ­collaborate with Exorin Technologies to omy." 
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commercialisation and mass production. "However, after realising that it is 
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The collaboration came after a joint costly, we continued our research on the testing conducted by Exorin with Sa bah · formulation. , Electricity Sdn Bhd (SESB) on its big diesel "Our technology is proven to work on power plant which showed a return of 374 every diesel engine. per cent or RM140,ooo return-on-invest-·"Now with UMS experts to enhancement generated from one diesel genera-with an enriched formulation, we take this tion is possible. opportunity to ask every Malaysian indus-
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fleet of UMS buses will be used to test the "This is no longer about us promoting efficiency of Exorin product to reduce om technology as we have given it all for harmful exhaust emission and black our environment, our next generation and smoke such as the carbon monoxide, hy-its next," he said. 
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very hard to make this technology avail-lished local organisation to promote as a able for everyone in a fast, simple and in-role-model to encourage the industry to expensive product form so that everyone start reducing emission as a Corporate So­can play a part to share a global responsi- cial Responsibility ( CSR) programme. 
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bili.ty in taking care of our environment. "Through power generation, manufac-"This technology once completed, will turing and transportation sector the major be a win-win solution to combat the rising contributor of GHG emission in Malaysia, pollution and climate change. · this campaign will make an enormous im­"This technology has the potential, pact on our environment," he said. ' ; 
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